
Materials List & Instructions

TOOLS

Cricut Maker (recommended)
Tacky Glue - Aleene’s Turbo Tacky Glue
Scissors
Pliers/Wire Cutters
Pastel Sponges

MATERIALS

Floristic Crepe - Lia Gri�th “Nectarine”, “Mango”, “Tangerine”, “Pink Hibiscus”, and 
“Fuchsia”
Brown Floral Tape - Lia Gri�th
PanPastel - “Magenta”, “Pearlescent Red”, “Orange”, and “Diarylide Yellow”
White Floral Wire - 24 Gauge
Paper Stem Wire
Matte Fixative Spray - Krylon

Crepe Oak Leaf Branch

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather tools and materials. You can use a bare branch to attach leaves to, or a  
 thick paper stem wire like ours.

2. Cut out crepe pieces according to pattern, following the grain lines. See   
 below for amounts:
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INSTRUCTIONS (CONTINUED)

3. Cut floral wire into thirds. Glue the wire with tacky glue along the edge of half  
 a leaf, then place the second half on top. The wire should be sandwiched   
 between both layers.

4. Repeat to make all of the leaves. Let dry before applying PanPastel.

5. You will be shading the leaves to create a gradient e�ect. Starting with the   
 yellow leaves, apply a bit of orange PanPastel to the tips blending inward. For  
  the light-orange leaves, apply yellow pastel to the inside blending outward.  
 Shade both sides of the leaves.

6. For the darker-orange leaves, apply yellow pastel to the inside blending   
 outward and the pearly pink to the tips blending inward.

7. For the light-pink leaves, apply orange and yellow pastel to the inside blending  
 outward and a little bit of magenta to the tips blending inward.

8. For the magenta leaves, apply pink and orange pastel to the inside blending   
 outward and more of the magenta to the tips blending inward.

9. Wrap some leaves together with brown floral tape in groups of 2 and 3. We   
 wrapped together the 2 light-pink, 2 dark-orange with 1 light orange, and 2   
 yellow leaves together (see tutorial).

10. Wrap the rest of the individual leaf stems with floral tape.

11. Attach the 3 magenta leaves to the end of the green stem wire with floral tape.

12. Just below that, attach the light-pink leaves as you continue to wrap the   
 branch.

13. Attach the orange then yellow leaves, staggering placement down the branch.

14. Wrap the stem wire completely and then shape into a branch. Spray both sides  
 of the leaves lightly with a matte fixative, and let dry.

15. Shape the wire in the leaves and gently stretch the crepe along the tips, from   
 the underside of the leaves.

16. Because of the wire in the leaves you can adjust the branch until you achieve  
 desired look and placement of the leaves.


